SWORD MEDIUM
THERMAL WEAPON SIGHT
FOR RIFLES AND MACHINE-GUNS

DAY/NIGHT ENGAGEMENT
EFFECTIVE & ACCURATE
LONG-TERM OBSERVATION
SWORD MEDIUM
Thermal weapon sight for rifles and machine-guns

The SWORD Medium thermal weapon sight, which is perfectly adapted to long-term observation, optimizes the accuracy and effectiveness of the weapon regardless of the firing conditions and constraints, however severe. Based on an uncooled infrared sensor, this sight is compact and light as well as quick and easy to use.

Mounted on a light machine-gun, marksman rifle or sniper rifle, SWORD Medium lets the user engage targets at a distance of more than 800 meters, both during the day and at night. Accuracy is guaranteed by the stability of the axis and an advanced reticle (adaptable on request).

Ergonomic and easy to use, whether it is being adjusted on the weapon or being used in the field, SWORD Medium offers quick access to the most important functions. Powered by standard AA batteries, SWORD Medium guarantees a long period of autonomy.

Technological specifications
- Compact & light (< 1 kg)
- Quick start-up (< 2 s)
- Easy to adjust on the weapon
- Energy efficient (> 8 hours)
- Power supply: 4 AA batteries
- Robust & reliable
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